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The Falcon at the Portal
2009-03-17

new york times bestseller from new york times bestselling author elizabeth peters comes another riveting mystery in her phenomenally
popular amelia peabody series the land of the pharaohs harbors more secrets than any tomb can hide in egypt for the 1911 archaeological
season amelia peabody and her family are not anticipating trouble but it finds them nonetheless their young friend david is accused of
selling ancient artifacts and it s up to the emersons to expose the real culprit but the body of an american discovered at the bottom of their
excavation shaft and a child of mysterious antecedents are sparking twin crises that threaten to tear the family apart amelia brings her
estimable powers of deduction to bear but she might not survive long enough to unravel more than one perplexing puzzle because
suddenly someone is shooting bullets in her direction and coming too close for comfort amelia is rather like indiana jones sherlock holmes
and miss marple all rolled into one washington post book world

The Falcon at the Portal
2017-06-27

new york times bestseller from new york times bestselling author elizabeth peters comes another riveting mystery in her phenomenally
popular amelia peabody series the land of the pharaohs harbors more secrets than any tomb can hide in egypt for the 1911 archaeological
season amelia peabody and her family are not anticipating trouble but it finds them nonetheless their young friend david is accused of
selling ancient artifacts and it s up to the emersons to expose the real culprit but the body of an american discovered at the bottom of their
excavation shaft and a child of mysterious antecedents are sparking twin crises that threaten to tear the family apart amelia brings her
estimable powers of deduction to bear but she might not survive long enough to unravel more than one perplexing puzzle because
suddenly someone is shooting bullets in her direction and coming too close for comfort amelia is rather like indiana jones sherlock holmes
and miss marple all rolled into one washington post book world

The Falcon at the Portal
2000

arriving in egypt in 1911 for their annual archaeological excavation amelia and her family are stunned when her niece s husband david is
accused of selling fake egyptian artifacts a case that soon becomes complicated by charges of drug dealing moralm

The Falcon at the Portal
2010

it is 1911 and amelia peabody is in egypt for the annual dig and to celebrate a wedding but no sooner is it over than the groom is accused
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of selling fake egyptian artefacts a dead american is found at the bottom of a shaft and a mysterious child sparks a crisis

Falcon at the Portal
2011-09-01

in this latest amelia peabody mystery there s more trouble in store for our intrepid egyptologist this time it is of a distinctly personal nature
her niece s new egyptian husband stands accused of forging priceless antiquities is he guilty or merely the fall guy for some unscrupulous
villain meanwhile matters are complicated by the arrival of amelia s detestable nephew who begins an ardently amorous pursuit of her son
s wife nefret

Seeing a Large Cat
2012-03-01

amelia finds good luck in her dreams stay away from tomb twenty al says an ominous message delivered by an unseen hand the year is
1903 the place is cairo and it s time for amelia s ninth adventure she is asked for help by an old friend whose husband has fallen for a
spiritualist then a plea arrives from an expat colonel whose daughter is threatened by an unknown enemy and ramses now a headstrong
teenager undertakes an adventure that is guaranteed to turn his mother s hair white amelia then dreams of a large cat an egyptian sign of
good luck which as the situation stands is in precious short supply

The Mummy Case
2012-03-01

join our plucky victorian egyptologist together with her devastatingly handsome and brilliant husband radcliffe in another exciting escapade
the irascible husband of victorian egyptologist amelia peabody is living up to his reputation as the father of curses denied permission to dig
at the pyramids of dahshoor emerson is awarded instead the pyramids of mazghunah countless mounds of rubble in the middle of nowhere
nothing in this barren spot seems of any interest but then a murder in cairo changes all of that the dead man was an antiques dealer killed
in his shop so when a sinister looking egyptian spotted at the crime scene turns up in mazghunah amelia can t resist following his trail at
the same time she has to keep an eagle eye on her wayward son rameses and his elegant and calculating cat and look into the mysterious
disappearance of a mummy case

The Last Camel Died at Noon
2012-03-01

join our plucky victorian egyptologist together with her devastatingly handsome and brilliant husband radcliffe in another exciting escapade
this time amelia and her dashing husband emerson set off for a promising archaeological site in the sudan only to be unwillingly drawn into
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the search for an african explorer and his young bride who went missing twelve years back they survive the rigours of the desert the death
of their camels and the perfidy of their guides only to find themselves taken prisoner in a lost city and civilisation amelia and emerson must
bravely continue making archaeological finds while doing their best to rescue the innocent and themselves

Children of the Storm
2012-03-01

the fifteenth adventure for amelia emerson and the whole peabody emerson clan at last the great war is over amelia her distinguished
egyptologist husband emerson and their extended family are preparing for another season of excavation in egypt to everyone s great joy
their son ramses and his wife nefret have become parents amelia enjoying her role of fond yet firm grandmother hopes that for once this
will be a quiet year with ramses no longer undertaking perilous missions for british intelligence and no old enemies on their trail amelia is
sadly mistaken past dangers cast shadows across the seemingly peaceful present and a new adversary unlike any amelia has ever
encountered will chart a course that puts her beloved family directly in the path of destruction

Curse of the Pharaohs
2012-03-01

join our plucky victorian egyptologist together with her devastatingly handsome and brilliant husband radcliffe in another exciting escapade
when lady baskerville s husband sir henry dies after discovering what may have been an undisturbed royal tomb in luxor she appeals to
eminent archaeologist radcliffe emerson and his wife amelia to take over the excavation amid rumours of a curse haunting all those
involved with the dig the intrepid couple proceeds to egypt where they begin to suspect that sir henry did not die a natural death and they
are confident that the accidents that plague the dig are caused by a sinister human element not a pharoah s curse

The Serpent on the Crown
2012-03-01

autumn 1921 the peabody emerson clan are enjoying a fruitful period of excavation in egypt but when they hear the alarming tale of a man
s mysterious death their digging turns to detecting his widow is convinced her husband was the victim of a curse and implores the
emersons to find and return the small deadly statue that killed him to the tomb from which it was stolen before it claims another life from
bitter experience the emersons know it would be a serious mistake to start chasing tomb robbers but amelia and family soon start to find
the curse may be more real than ever imagined

Thunder in the Sky
2012-03-01
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it is 1914 and amelia peabody and her husband emerson are back in egypt for another season of archaeological excavation but this year a
new menace hangs over the dig rumblings of war abound in europe while over in the east turkish and german forces are massing for an
attack on the suez canal there are problems closer to home too their son rameses passionately opposed to the war is collecting white
feathers and challenges from the british community of cairo their beautiful ward nefret seems to have become involved with amelia s
detested nephew percy while david the young egyptian married to their niece lia has been interned because of his nationalist sympathies
even amelia finds it difficult to concentrate on pyramids when her children are in trouble and cairo teems with enemy agents including her
old nemesis can amelia unmask the master criminal and prevent a bloody uprising in cairo rescue nefret from the attentions of her nephew
defend her son against unknown enemies and prevent emerson from dashing off to fight in the looming war if anyone can it s amelia but
this time she is going to need all the help that she can get and some of it from a completely unexpected source

The Snake, the Crocodile and the Dog
2012-05-31

in amelia s seventh adventure she and emerson take passage on a boat travelling up the nile enjoying a second honeymoon while they
search for nefertiti s tomb on the other hand they might be heading towards murder an exotic slave woman a siamese cat and a den of
conspirators unite to snatch away amelia s happiness unless she reveals a certain secret and at the remote dig in amarna what she
uncovers is a shocking present day peril the loss of treasures far more precious than any antiquity her husband s love or both their lives

Tomb of the Golden Bird
2012-03-01

the chase is on and amelia peabody and co are in the thick of it 1922 convinced that the tomb of the little known king tutankhamon lies
somewhere in the valley of the kings emerson has tried to persuade his rivals lord carnavon and howard carter to hand over their digging
rights in the valley to him but they resist so back in luxor an incident at the hotel the clan is staying in turns their gifts for digging in another
direction emerson and ramses are lured into a trap by a group of villains who demand answers to the mysterious question where is he their
curiosity piqued the duo is determined to uncover who he is and why he should be so important

Lion in the Valley
2011-09-01

the 1985 96 season promises to be an exceptional one for egyptologist amelia peabody her dashing husband emerson and their precocious
eight year old son rameses the much coveted burial chamber in dahshoor is theirs for the digging yet there is a great evil in the wind that
caresses the hot sands sweeping through the bustling streets and marketplaces of cairo an expedition cursed by misfortune and the daring
moonlit abduction of rameses alerts amelia to the presence of her arch enemy the master criminal and his is now a personal quest for the
most valuable and elusive prize of all vengeance on the meddling lady archaeologist with the parasol who has sworn to deliver him to
justice amelia peabody herself
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Guardian of the Horizon
2011-09-01

banned from the valley of the kings amelia peabody and her distinguished husband have returned to england with their 19 year old son
ramses and their foster daughter nefret ramses is secretly in love with nefret and plans to flee to germany to avoid temptation then a
mysterious visitor changes the plan for the whole family set in the sudan this is another exciting adventure which follows the peabody
family as they confront all the forces against them armed only with a crumbling map and an important letter

The Ape Who Guards the Balance
2011-09-01

prospects for the 1907 archaeological season in egypt are looking somewhat dull to amelia as a result of emerson s less than diplomatic
behaviour they have been demoted to examining only the most boring tombs in the valley of the kings mere leftovers really and then in a
seedy section of cairo the younger members of the peabody emerson clan purchase a mint condition papyrus of the famed book of the
dead the collection of magical spells and prayers designed to ward off the perils of the underworld and lead the deceased into everlasting
life but for as long as there have been graves there have also been grave robbers and so begins a new adventure into antiquity the season
rapidly switches from dull to deadly as amelia strives to untangle a web woven of criminals and cults stolen treasures and fallen women all
the while under the unblinking eye of a ruthless remorseless killer

Crocodile on the Sandbank
2011-09-01

amelia peabody is elizabeth peters most brilliant and best loved creation a thoroughly victorian feminist who takes the stuffy world of
archaeology by storm with her shocking men s pants and no nonsense attitude in this first adventure our headstrong heroine decides to use
her substantial inheritance to see the world on her travels she rescues a gentlewoman in distress evelyn barton forbes and the two become
friends the two companions continue to egypt where they face mysteries mummies and the redoubtable radcliffe emerson an outspoken
archaeologist who doesn t need women to help him solve mysteries at least that s what he thinks think miss marple with early feminist
gloss crossed with indiana jones dastardly deeds whirlwind romances curious mummies and all the fun and intrigue of egyptian excavations
with a heroine who wields a sturdy parasol rather than a magnum accomplished entertainment guardian

The Golden One
2011-09-01

at the start of this fourteenth adventure for amelia which continues the wartime theme begun in lord of the silent it is new year s eve 1917
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risking winter storms and german torpedoes the emersons are heading for egypt once again amelia emerson their son ramses and his wife
nefret emerson is counting on a long season of excavation without distractions but this proves to be a forlorn hope yet again they unearth a
dead body in a looted tomb not a mummified one though this one is only too fresh and it leads the clan on a search for the man who has
threatened them with death if they pursue the excavations if that wasn t distraction enough nefret reveals a secret she has kept hidden
there is reason to believe that sethos master criminal and spy may be helping the enemy it s up to the emersons to find out and either
prove his innocence or prevent him from betraying britain s plans to take jerusalem and win the war in the middle east

Deeds of the Disturber
2011-09-01

join our plucky victorian egyptologist together with her devastatingly handsome and brilliant husband radcliffe in another exciting escapade
swapping the stifling heat and dust of egypt for the cooler climes of london adventuress amelia peabody finds herself plunged into an
escapade set in the dignified surroundings of the british museum and as ever she is aided and abetted by her irascible husband emerson
and precocious son ramses first of all a night watchman is found dead in the mummy room of the museum a look of horror frozen on his
face and very soon panic spreads through the capital while the gutter press ask the question can fear kill and before amelia can respond
with an appropriate answer a pair of dissolute aristocrats with a shady past appear in her life together with supernatural curses a lady of
dubious reputation with a link to emerson s bachelor past and a homicidal maniac disguised as an ancient sem priest but they are only the
very tip of this most singular mystery and as amelia closes in on the murderer emerson and ramses must try to keep her from adding
herself to the list of victims

Lord of the Silent
2012-03-01

undeterred by world war and enemy submarines amelia and emerson set sail once again for egypt where ghosts of an ancient past and
spectres of a present day evil hover silently over an inscrutable land in the autumn of 1915 cairo is transformed into an army camp teeming
with enemy agents and shockingly bold tomb robbers are brazenly desecrating the ancient sites amelia seeks refuge at a remote dig in
luxor but this provides no guarantee of safety when she discovers a fresh corpse in an ancient tomb but are the emersons in even darker
danger with the intervention of one of amelia s oldest and most dangerous adversaries tanatalising clues suggest this might be so and point
towards an archaelogical discovery of unparalleled importance and the resurrection of a voice that has been silent for milennia

Spies and Holy Wars
2010-11-15

illuminating a powerful intersection between popular culture and global politics spies and holy wars draws on a sampling of more than eight
hundred british and american thrillers that are propelled by the theme of jihad an islamic holy war or crusade against the west published
over the past century the books in this expansive study encompass spy novels and crime fiction illustrating new connections between these
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genres and western imperialism demonstrating the social implications of the popularity of such books reeva spector simon covers how the
middle eastern villain evolved from being the malleable victim before world war ii to the international techno savvy figure in today s crime
novels she explores the impact of james bond pulp fiction and comic books and also analyzes the ways in which world events shaped the
genre particularly in recent years worldwide terrorism and economic domination prevail as the most common sources of narrative tension in
these works while military tech novels restored the prestige of the american hero in the wake of post vietnam skepticism moving beyond
stereotypes simon examines the relationships between publishing trends political trends and popular culture at large giving voice to the
previously unexamined truths that emerge from these provocative page turners

Amelia Peabody Omnibus (Books 1-4)
2012-05-17

the first four titles in the amelia peabody series at a great price amelia peabody is elizabeth peters most brilliant and best loved creation a
thoroughly victorian feminist who takes the stuffy world of archaeology by storm with her shocking men s pants and no nonsense attitude in
this first adventure our headstrong heroine decides to use her substantial inheritance to see the world on her travels she rescues a
gentlewoman in distress evelyn barton forbes and the two become friends the two companions continue to egypt where they face mysteries
mummies and the redoubtable radcliffe emerson an outspoken archaeologist who doesn t need women to help him solve mysteries at least
that s what he thinks join our plucky victorian egyptologist together with her devastatingly handsome and brilliant husband radcliffe in
another exciting escapadewhen lady baskerville s husband sir henry dies after discovering what may have been an undisturbed royal tomb
in luxor she appeals to eminent archaeologist radcliffe emerson and his wife amelia to take over the excavation amid rumours of a curse
haunting all those involved with the dig the intrepid couple proceeds to egypt where they begin to suspect that sir henry did not die a
natural death and they are confident that the accidents that plague the dig are caused by a sinister human element not a pharoah s curse
the irascible husband of victorian egyptologist amelia peabody is living up to his reputation as the father of curses denied permission to dig
at the pyramids of dahshoor emerson is awarded instead the pyramids of mazghunah countless mounds of rubble in the middle of nowhere
nothing in this barren spot seems of any interest but then a murder in cairo changes all of that the dead man was an antiques dealer killed
in his shop so when a sinister looking egyptian spotted at the crime scene turns up in mazghunah amelia can t resist following his trail at
the same time she has to keep an eagle eye on her wayward son rameses and his elegant and calculating cat and look into the mysterious
disappearance of a mummy case the 1985 96 season promises to be an exceptional one for egyptologist amelia peabody her dashing
husband emerson and their precocious eight year old son rameses the much coveted burial chamber in dahshoor is theirs for the digging
yet there is a great evil in the wind that caresses the hot sands sweeping through the bustling streets and marketplaces of cairo an
expedition cursed by misfortune and the daring moonlit abduction of rameses alerts amelia to the presence of her arch enemy the master
criminal and his is now a personal quest for the most valuable and elusive prize of all vengeance on the meddling lady archaeologist with
the parasol who has sworn to deliver him to justice amelia peabody herself

How to Write Killer Historical Mysteries
2019-06-11

the core of the book is emerson s personal take on writing and selling historical mysteries but it also includes contributions from over forty
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other historical mystery writers practical advice anecdotes and suggestions for research and input from assorted editors booksellers and
reviewers for both historical mystery writers and readers this book embodies its subtitle the art adventure of sleuthing through the past
veteran author emerson published her first mystery twenty three years ago and this is her thirty sixth published book it draws on her
experience in researching writing selling and sustaining both her lady appleton series elizabethan england and her diana spaulding series
1880s u s this unique reference book also includes the contributions of more than forty other historical mystery writers their books
backgrounds and settings are as diverse as ancient egypt and rome antebellum new orleans early constantinople jazz age england and
australia depression era california turn of the century new york victorian england and eighteenth century venice

Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction 2007
2008-02

presents a comprehensive guide for mystery and detective fiction compiling over 2 500 titles from more than 200 authors and including plot
overviews a history of the genre and a discussion on collection development

Make Mine a Mystery
2003-04-30

this volume contains descriptions of 1 245 books in nine fiction genres including author or editor s name publication information story type
major characters setting plot summary and more

What Do I Read Next? Volume 2 2003
2004

by identifying similarities in various books this annual selection guide helps readers to independently choose titles of interest published in
the last year each entry describes a separate book listing everything readers need to know to make selections arranged by author within six
genre sections detailed entries provide title publisher and publication dateseriesnames and descriptions of characterstime period and
geographical settingreview citationsstory typesbrief plot summaryselected other books by the authorsimilar books by different
authorsauthor title series character name character description time period geographic setting and genre sub genre indexes are included to
facilitate research

What Do I Read Next? 2002
2002-10-22

the enormous explosion of crime fiction over the last decade means that more people are looking for a good mystery than ever before this
dictionary of fictional detectives helps readers learn about the series in which their favorite detectives are featured included are
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alphabetically arranged entries on roughly 150 fictional detectives which provide information about the works in which the detective
appears the locales in which the detective operates the detective s investigative methods and other important information helpful
bibliographical citations direct the reader to other interesting works the volume closes with a selected general bibliography various
appendices and an extensive index the enormous explosion of crime fiction over the last decade means that more people are looking for a
good mystery than ever before many of the most popular mystery books appear in series and these series feature carefully developed
detectives

Cassette Books
2001

a mystery set in the year 1911 amelia and her family have arrived in egypt for the archaeological season and amelia ends up investigating
thefts of ancient artifacts

Words on Cassette
1997

deciding what to read next when you ve just finished an unputdownable novel can be a daunting task the bloomsbury good reading guide
features hundreds of authors and thousands of titles with navigation features to lead you on a rich journey through some the best literature
to grace our shelves this greatly expanded edition includes the latest contemporary authors and landmark novels an expanded non fiction
section a timeline setting historical events against literary milestones prize winner and book club lists an accessible and easy to read guide
that no serious book lover should be without the essential guide to the wild uncharted world of contemporary and 20th century writing
robert mccrum the observer

The New Yorker
1999-07

readers of detective stories are turning more toward historical crime fiction to learn both what everyday life was like in past societies and
how society coped with those who broke the laws and restrictions of the times the crime fiction treated here ranges from ancient egypt
through classical greece and rome from medieval and renaissance china and europe through nineteenth century england and america
topics include ellis peter s brother cadfael umberto eco s name of the rose susanna gregory s doctor matthew bartholomew peter heck s
mark twain as detective anne perry and her victorian era world caleb carr s works and elizabeth peter s egyptologist adventurer tales

Clues
2000
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civil war veteran and philadelphia police investigator wilton mccleary knows that the murder of a girl in shantyville the city s seamy red
light district is connected to a wealthy industrialist family but now he has to prove it

Words on Cassette, 2002
2002

コスタ賞大賞 児童書部門ダブル受賞 bookaholic認定 2017年度翻訳ミステリーベスト10第1位 高名な博物学者のサンダリーによる大発見 翼のある人類の化石 だがそれが捏造だとの噂が流れ サンダリー一家は世間の目を逃れるように島へ移住
する だが噂は島にも追いかけてきた そんななかサンダリーが謎の死を遂げ 父の死因に疑問を抱いた娘のフェイスは密かに調べ始める 父が遺した奇妙な手記 嘘を養分に育ち真実を見せる実をつけるという不思議な木 フェイスは真相に辿り着くことができるの
か 19世紀イギリスを舞台に 時代の枷に反発し真実を追い求める少女を生き生きと描いた コスタ賞大賞 児童書部門賞ダブル受賞の傑作

Gumshoes
2006-04-30

The Falcon at the Portal
1999

Bloomsbury Good Reading Guide
2009-09-27

The Detective as Historian
2013-02

The Black Maria
2000
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嘘の木
2022-05-20

The Publishers Weekly
1999
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